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Victorian London is a cesspool of crime, and Scotland Yard has only twelve detectives—known as “The
Murder Squad”—to investigate countless murders every month. Created after the Metropolitan Police’s
spectacular failure to capture Jack the Ripper, The Murder Squad suffers rampant public contempt. They
have failed their citizens. But no one can anticipate the brutal murder of one of their own . . . one of the
twelve . . .

When Walter Day, the squad’s newest hire, is assigned the case of the murdered detective, he finds a strange
ally in the Yard’s first forensic pathologist, Dr. Bernard Kingsley. Together they track the killer, who clearly
is not finished with The Murder Squad . . . but why?

Filled with fascinating period detail, and real historical figures, this spectacular debut in a new series
showcases the depravity of late Victorian London, the advent of criminology, and introduces a stunning new
cast of characters sure to appeal to fans of The Sherlockian and The Alienist.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Herndon:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite publication and reading a book. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you can add
your knowledge by the e-book entitled The Yard. Try to make book The Yard as your good friend. It means
that it can for being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside associated with course make you
smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , let us make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Dean Rakestraw:

Book is usually written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can know everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important factor to bring us around the
world. Next to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A book The Yard will make you to be smarter.
You can feel far more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think that open
or reading any book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they could be thought like that? Have
you trying to find best book or ideal book with you?

Judy Finley:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
and so. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a book you will get new information due to the fact book is one of a number of
ways to share the information or even their idea. Second, reading a book will make anyone more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially fictional works book the author will bring one to
imagine the story how the personas do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to others.
When you read this The Yard, you could tells your family, friends along with soon about yours reserve. Your
knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a book.

Richard Daniels:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this The Yard reserve written by well-known writer
we are excited for well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who all read the book. Written
throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your own personal
hunger then you still question The Yard as good book but not only by the cover but also with the content.
This is one reserve that can break don't assess book by its deal with, so do you still needing an additional
sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already said so why you have to
listening to one more sixth sense.
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